March 2013

Bob’s Bit
Greetings fellow members. Things are looking up! The weather has been dry
for a few days so the field is becoming more useable, though it is still soft in
some places. If you make ruts please, as a minimum, at the end of the day, roll
them flat with the wide-wheeled tractor. We will be rolling the whole field with
the heavy roller in the next week or two and repair the damage at the edges of
the central track and cross track to the apron, so we may lose some flying at
the start and end of the day to achieve this. When you visit the club and the
weather turns bad, please offer to assist the various work parties where you can. It
helps to keep our expenses down and, for new members, it is an opportunity to meet
other members and get to know us.
Just for information, the Committee is working on a few projects at the moment which we
have to do, or need to do, to protect the club. The Child Protection Policy is being reviewed
and a short lecture is being finalised for all members to attend, to emphasise members’
responsibilities towards the safety of young members and to safeguard members from unfounded
complaints. This has become more important since the minimum age for solo flying has been
reduced to 14 years.
An Airfield Protection Plan is being produced for lodging with the Local Council to hopefully avoid
the situation which occurred last year, when we were threatened with a large wind turbine on the
approach to runway 30.
A Co-ordinated Safety Plan is being produced to line up with recommendations produced by the
CAA relating to the safety of unlicensed airfields, in preparation for EASA requirements expected
soon.
We have this year obtained retrospective planning permission for the use of a limited number of
caravans on the site, so we are preparing a set of conditions for the use of caravans on site to
ensure that the spaces are being used efficiently and that the caravan owners contribute to the
operation of the club, or relinquish their site to members who are available to contribute.
Coming up in the near future is the need for the site to become an Authorised Training
Organisation (ATO) which will be monitored by both the BGA and the CAA. This will necessitate the
tidying up of our procedures and may be the only way that gliding clubs will be allowed to carry
out pilot training in the future. Hooray for European involvement in the UK!
Challenging times ahead so please support the Committee and let us look forward to a better flying
year. Wishing you good flying on behalf of the Committee.
Bob Pettifer - Chairman

The AGM

The Annual General Meeting of the Bowland Forest Gliding Club
will be held on Thursday 11th April at 8.00 pm
in the Canberra Club, Samlesbury.
This is an important event in the Club’s calendar and we need your input.
Please attend if you are able.
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Right of Reply
I feel that I must put pen to paper regarding the article in the December newsletter, suggesting
that I was moonlighting at Blackpool Zoo.
My legal team considers that the article may be libellous, or was that bilious? The team advises
that the author makes an out of court settlement to avoid any future unpleasantness.
I can set the record straight by giving an accurate and truthful account of the facts.
The pachyderm in the photograph was one of a pair on a day out from Blackpool Zoo. While resting
in deck chairs on South Beach they became aware of a flood warning issued by the Meteorological
Office, but at this time they were not unduly concerned. A while later, feeling the need for
refreshment, the two animals lowered their heads and entered a low dive on Blackpool front where
they were seated next to a group of glider pilots. These pilots were discussing EASA, C of A’s and
ARC’s, none of which made any sense to the elephants (and probably not to the glider pilots either)
so Ollie and Ellie, for those were their names, wandered off to a cafe for something non-alcoholic.
As the two elephants sat discussing the meaning of life and reflecting on nothing in particular Ollie
suddenly recalled ARC being discussed.
Now elephants may have good memories and reasonable recall but they can never be considered to
be bright (what sort of animal has a tail at each end?) but they thought about the flood warning
and ARC, put two and two together, but didn’t come up with an answer because elephants don’t
have fingers to count on.
Now the cafe they were in was an Internet cafe so they flashed up t’interweb, typed in ARC and the
result said ”did you mean Ark, Noah’s, 40 cubits and bird’s eye maple at three ‘apence a foot ?”
Still in an alcoholic daze from the earlier drinking session, the two beasts associated Noah’s Ark
with glider pilots and headed off towards Cock Hill Farm, while trying to decide if a cubit was metric,
imperial or edible.
All this was told to me by Ollie and Ellie when they arrived at Cock Hill Farm, where I was busy
sweeping away surplus water from the track, hence the bucket and brush, when they tapped me on
the shoulder, told me about the flood warning and said they were looking for a tall sad looking
bloke with a white beard and a big boaty thing that was collecting pairs of animals.
I was taking the animals to the office to make a trunk call to the Marine and Coastguard Agency,
who are believed to be controlling this operation, when the photograph was taken and this has led
to a complete misrepresentation of the situation.
These dear reader are the facts, truthfully presented in such a way that I hope will clarify matters
and allow the elephants to continue their cruise in peace.
Colin Hankinson

A Pachyderm of Lies!

The article above is printed on the advice of my legal
team (Reckitt, Whinge and Filtch of Garstang). It
lays out Colin Hankinson’s delusional distortion of the
excellent factual reportage which appeared on the
back page of our last issue. As stated above, I was
also forced to make an out of court settlement.
(Which hurt. I have to say. Chocolate éclairs aren’t
cheap! Not in those quantities!)
HOWEVER! - What I want to know is this. If Colin’s
account is correct and he had just met Ellie, and
therefore he is not a closet tusker-lover, why has he
just painted an elephant mascot on the nose (trunk?)
of his beloved Ka6? Hmm? - Just answer me that!
Remember, you saw it here first!
Keith Clarke - Editor

Colin’s Ka6 photographed last week. I rest my case!
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FEE FIE FO FUM!
After an afternoon’s seminar at the recent CFI’s meeting at Seighford, yours truly was presented
with a form to fill out applying to become an FE (Flight Examiner), whilst our three resident
Regional Examiners applied for FIE (Flight Instructor Examiner) status. This is the start of a process
that will hopefully be a painless transition to EASA Part FCL (Flight Crew Licensing) that will need to
be completed by April 2015. This may seem a long way away at the moment, but as you can
imagine, there will be quite some admin to be done in the meantime, hence the move towards it
now. I have also to let you know about the new medical requirements that will come into being at
the same time and as mine was due to expire recently, I decided to see what was involved. After a
painless half hour with the practice nurse and a chat to my GP I am now the proud owner of a new
LAPL (Light Aircraft Pilot Licence) Medical issued by him, valid for two years.
The impact of all this EASA activity at club level is that instructing methods will change in regard to
who can teach who, more stringent records will need to be kept and we will need to address how it
will affect our card system (if at all) and the handling of visitor flying.
Talking of which, as I’ve been privy to some information for the forthcoming AGM I noticed that our
income from temporary members reduced significantly last year and to put a figure on it, it was
down by 87%. Without going into the why’s and wherefores, I thought I’d take the opportunity to
remind everyone of the organised visitor evenings that you can book via Pete Desmond for a
Tuesday and Thursday evening. Yes, it’s a great source of income but they can also be extremely
rewarding for those taking part - especially if they are from your own place of work.
It’s the beginning of another soaring season so:
Lookout! Strangely, some pilots think that the closer they are to the hill, the less likely it is that
other “foreign” traffic will be there. Wrong! We are NOT the only ones up there. Fast jets,
helicopters, powered aircraft, balloons, microlights, para-gliders, you name them and they’ve been
over our site.
Winch Launch. If a wing drops during the ground run then release immediately. The consequences
of not doing so can be horrific. If unconvinced then look at the new winch launch DVD.
Tug Upsets. There has been an increase in tug upsets. Remember, you have the tug pilot’s life in
your hands. Fly the aircraft, and mess with gadgets either before you take off or once you get off
tow.
ABCD checks. Difficult, I know, when you’ve been taught one way, but try and remember to do
these before clambering in.
And finally, due to other commitments, Mike Blocksidge has for the moment decided to give up
instructing and I’d just like to say thanks for giving all those visitors a great time. Enjoy your rest.
Here’s to a great 2013!
Happy and safe Flying
Phil Punt - CFI

Geoff’s Company Car

The relentless quest to find a company car
suitable to fulfil our contractual obligations to
Geoff Guttery continues and I am pleased to
announce that club members have been
helpfully scouring the four corners of Europe to
come up with a vehicle of the right calibre to
present to our beloved Grounds Manager. This
month, the chosen automobile was found
gently browning in the sun and salt spray of a
fishing village in the Greek Islands. I can just
see Geoff traversing the airfield in this splendid
conveyance. What a fine figure he’d cut!
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In the Mountains of the Sky
An Account of a Wave Flight by Philip Wills
One of the unexpected by-products of the dreadful weather conditions
during the 1954 World Championships held at Camphill in Derbyshire was
the appearance on several occasions of ‘wave lift' - a form of up-currents
mainly confined to winter, and July 30th proved one of these days. The
extraordinary combination of winter conditions in mid-summer resulted in a
flight unique in my 22 years' experience of gliding, and, I believe, unique in
the history of aviation meteorology.
The weather all day had been hideous, a strong westerly wind, gusting to
30 knots under a torn grey sky over our damp and muddy Pennine moor.
Nevertheless, as flying was possible, the small two-seater class had been
launched at about 2. 30 p.m., and an hour later most of the nine aircraft
Philip Wills
had left downwind, leaving the slope clear for the launch of the 35 singleseaters. My turn to start came about 4.15 pm, almost too late to make a cross-country flight seem
possible at all, but no sooner had I dropped the winch wire 600 ft above the hill-crest, than the
unmistakably creamy smooth lift showed that wave-lift was about. I climbed rapidly to 1,800 ft and then
turned north along the slope until I was over the valley running east-west, with the 1,000 ft bowl of
Mam Tor upwind of me. I had hoped to find that this aerial weir was producing a standing wave
downstream of it, and immediately my rate-of-climb indicator showed that I was right.
Holding my Sky steadily facing the wind, which at that height was blowing almost as fast as my airspeed, I was thus hovering almost stationary over the valley beneath, and quietly and steadily my
altimeter wound upwards until, with ragged fringes of cloud all round, I was 4,000 ft above sea level.
This seemed to be as high as I was likely to get, so I turned due east, to fly straight down-wind over the
valley towards Sheffield, and immediately flew into cloud.
One main feature of these wave systems is that they frequently propagate others down-stream of them,
and sure enough, after holding my course in cloud for a few minutes, I again found myself climbing
smoothly. But in the dark grey murk of the cloud I could not expect to fly accurately enough to be able
to swing upwind again and use this second wave, so continued eastwards until a few minutes later I
emerged from cloud and saw beneath me the bare slopes of Burbage Moor, sloping down to Sheffield
ahead.
Everything now hung on whether I would find a third wave ahead of me, and I flew straight on until, to
my joy, over a south-eastern suburb of the town, at 3,200 ft, my instrument again swung quietly to
‘climb’. This was it! I swung smoothly round into wind and hung almost stationary in space climbing
silkily upwards. Overhead was a flat and rather dirty sheet of cloud, stretching as far as I could see in all
directions. There was nothing about it to make any glider pilot or meteorologist expect lift. Nevertheless
I found myself rising with gently increasing speed towards it, until in a short time it quietly took me in.
The lift increased further and quite suddenly I burst forth into a scene that might have been on another
planet.
I was flying north along the eastern slope of a gigantic, an endless, valley of dazzling cloud. The sun,
which we had not seen for over a week, was blazing down from a sky of cloudless dark blue, striking
from the rounded walls and floor of the cloud valley a white and insupportable glare. I fumbled hastily
for my dark glasses and managed to find them and put them on.
The scene had the stark and splendid geometrical simplicity of a certain kind of nightmare. The cloud
valley ran straight as a ruler ahead of me as far as the eye could reach. I was flying along in almost
utter silence, with my right wing nearly touching the eastern slope, and about a third of the way up
towards its crest, climbing steadily. On my left the slope fell away to the valley floor, which then curved
smoothly up again to the parallel western side of cloud-hill. The cloud had the characteristic fuzzy and
gauzy consistency of a wave-cloud, so different from the hard edges of cumulus, and the smoothness of
my whispering flight was further unmistakable evidence of what I was in. As I flew along, rising quietly
towards the crest, the probable shape of the air and the alternatives which lay before me rapidly
crystallized in my mind.
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Imagine one of those sheets of corrugated cardboard, flat on the underside and corrugated above.
This gives an exact picture of the sheet of cloud I was amongst, but here the crests of the
corrugations were five miles apart and the run of each valley, created as they were by the Pennine
Chain to the west, might be a hundred miles or more to the north, though probably only about 30
miles to the south, where the southern end of the range drops down finally to Derby.
The wind was blowing from west to east through these corrugations, millions of tons of air cascading
soundlessly down the western wall of each valley, across the floor and up the other side to roll over
again at the top and once more repeat its titanic oscillation an unknown number of times to the east.
What was so unexpected was that the cloud-coverage was complete; there were no gaps between the
waves through which the ground could be seen from above, and from below the sheet of cloud
looked unbroken and uniform, at about 4,000 ft above the ground. The thickness of cloud from the
underside to the floor of the valley above was about 800 ft, and the crest of each flanking hill was
about 1,500 ft higher still.
My possible flight plans were clearly three. Firstly, I might fly on north, along the eastern wall,
possibly for hours. But a mental calculation showed the disadvantage of such a plan, for with the
strong westerly wind blowing from my port side, I should be crabbing across-wind, and might only
make as little as 10 mph over the invisible ground a mile below. The task of the day was to cover the
greatest possible distance, and as by now it was after 5 pm, another four hours or so might bring me
down in the twilight with only a comparatively few miles to my credit.
Secondly, therefore, I might fly north until I had climbed as high as possible, then turn east into the
next valley I might expect to find, glissade down its westerly, down-sweeping slopes until I reached
the far side, turn north again and climb its easterly face, then repeat the manoeuvre in a series of
gigantic saw-tooths running north and east. This, if the system repeated itself often enough, would
bring me eventually to the Yorkshire coast, but this was only some 80 miles distant, and I hoped it
might be possible to go further than this.
My third plan, therefore, was to turn back and fly south down my valley, then east to the next one,
and follow the same dog-legged flight path in the opposite direction. Since I could only expect the
wave-system to run some 30 miles in the southerly direction, I might in this way reach the southern
end of it fairly soon, but on the other hand my easterly tacks would be taking me in the general
direction of The Wash, and if I could get round this into the bulge of Norfolk, I had anything up to
150 miles to go, and with the following wind would, on my easterly legs, be covering the ground at
over 70 mph This seemed the
best plan, and I adopted it.
I did a left-hand turn back on my
tracks, and there, running south
before me, was the endless valley
with my left wing now brushing its
easterly slope. The Sky gently
traversed up this until the lift
petered out at 5,800 ft, about 200
ft below the top. Here goes! We
did a 90° turn to the left, the
milky cloud rushed at us, the
valley behind hesitated and faded
from view. After a few moments,
the rate of climb indicator swung
from rise to fall, the cloud
lightened and we burst out into a
valley, the exact mirror of the one
we had just left. Only now we
were rushing smoothly down the
upwind, western slope, and out
across the floor.
As we neared the eastern side
again, the indicator reversed to
The 1954 World Championships at Camphill
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‘climb’, and I turned to the right and was again traversing up
the snowy side of the bulge. Again the similarity of a dream
occurred to me - one of those dreams in which one is always
running but always remaining in exactly the same place. This
extraordinary sequence repeated itself five times, each crest
being, as expected, slightly lower than the one before. The
sixth time I dived into the cloud wall, I did not come out. As I
sank, the cloud got slowly darker, and the unmistakable
sulphurous smell of a steel-works a mile below and probably
several miles upwind, brought back a flash of the real world I
had almost forgotten in the ecstatic three-quarters of an hour
behind me. Dimly through the mist below, I saw green fields
and woods.
There were two more following waves, the first holding me
without loss of height for a couple of minutes and the last
only providing a momentary check in my steady but gradual
descent. I eventually landed 62 miles from Camphill, three
miles east of Sleaford.
Back at base three hours later, I found that only one other
machine, the Yugoslav two-seater which had left the site an
hour and a half before me, had succeeded in contacting the
wave, and had flown 95 miles into Norfolk. The other aircraft
had flown from five to 30 miles and then been forced to land.
Thus ended a flight which epitomized the fascination and the
unexpectedness of soaring and which taught both pilot and
meteorologist something new about the air over even our old
and fully explored country; a flight which showed that you do not have to go as far as Everest, but
can still encounter surprise and adventure in a sailplane as near to home as a mile above the smoky
roofs of Sheffield.
The above essay first appeared in “The Beauty of Gliding” - (Published by Max Parrish, 1960)
Thanks to Mark Johnson for sharing it with us.

BFGC in Wartime

Oops!

When the Flight Examiner introduced the ab-initios to the new
EASA pilot training regime, it came as a bit of a shock ...

Pick those feet up,
or you’ll never get
in a cockpit!
I’m beginning to
wish I’d taken up
sailing!

Yet again, this picture proves that Bob
Pettifer is right. It’s always best to land on
the green bits.
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Some Thoughts on Safety
You’ve been enjoying this informative, and stimulating newsletter long enough - now the safety bit.
In fact an important reminder from the CFI, and some semi-coherent thoughts from me.
We are coming up to what used to be known as “Gliding’s Silly Season”. Lots of people who had
done little over the winter, providing a laugh for others, good work for the repairers and hopefully
nothing worse. That we don’t have such a season at Chipping (let’s keep it that way) is down to our
good sense, the effectiveness of our training and supervisory system, and the people who’ve given
us a field that is usable over the winter. However we shouldn’t take things for granted, and we all
know that after the winter, even if we have successfully completed our checks, it may take a while
to get back up to speed. The obvious thing is to increase our margins. For example, if a day is
within your card category, but you don’t like the look of it, take a ride with one of our dedicated,
under-paid, empathetic, “people person”, instructors.
Many years ago, after spending most of a day at Perranporth airfield, I
jumped into a glider and made a complete mess of the circuit. No
allowance for the state of the wind. The instructor, who knew the
answer, asked if I had spent any time thinking about the conditions
while I was waiting to fly. However the type of self-briefing that I
managed to avoid at Perranporth is not the only way in which
we can mentally prepare ourselves for flying. Apparently
“mental rehearsals” can help with the real thing. Faced with a
lay-off of unknown duration, I’m going to give it a try. Every
day, (well some), I’m going to sit undisturbed and visualise a
flight. Afterwards I’m going to think about what I missed out,
just like after a real flight. If in a few months time you see a
glider doing strange things, you can conclude it was a waste of
time, or alternatively it worked, and my flying is back to the
standard it was before!
But, you are saying to yourself, we already do such a rehearsal before
each flight with respect to launch failures. However, last season so many people failed them it was
thought necessary for everyone to attend a lecture on the topic. So how effectively are we doing
this rehearsal? Are there pilots who omit parts of the pre-flight checks when flying solo? Instructors
sometimes come across people with a lot of flights under their belts who discuss the “circuit
planning” part of Eventualities in great detail, and ignore the “gaining safe flying speed” bit that
ensures they get safely to the later bit. However I'm sure this was not the cause of the problem.
Much more likely was the repetition of a thoughtless, word-perfect incantation before each flight.
Nothing wrong with being word perfect, but the operative word is “thoughtless”. For example there
is no virtue in saying “launch failure” instead of “if the cable breaks”, unless at the same time you
are thinking “yes, it could be a silent power failure that will rob me of my speed very quickly, and I
need to monitor my airspeed at very short intervals”. Reciting a nursery rhyme only prepares us for
reciting the thing again. The “E” is completely different from all other pre-flight checks, which are
simply just that. It attempts to ensure a behaviour pattern is embedded in our brains that we will
carry out in the right sequence in the future, when the “Oh Gosh” effect (I’m being polite here) has
degraded our mental ability. As well as saying the appropriate words, for example about monitoring
the ASI until your pre-selected approach speed is reached, visualise yourself directing your eyes at
the ASI and think “I need x knots!”. “E” is no time to be “going through the motions” and another
minute or two spent in thought will be well spent.
Previous safety emails and entries in the newsletter have covered the hazards of a wing dropping
during the ground run. The BGA is particularly concerned about this at the moment and the CFI
has asked me to remind everyone of the particular problem we have when using the track to
retrieve cables (apparently, now a permanent part of our operations). The distance that a cable has
to be moved sideways to be taken to a glider can be greater than when the cable tractor is able to
drive straight for the gap between the two launch lines used during “normal” operations. This can
produce a significant bow in the lie of the cable which can cause, or exacerbate (there can be other
causes) yawing of the glider during the ground run. Pulling the cable as straight as possible is
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important, as is making sure that it is not
hooked onto a frozen lump of soil that
would prevent its tendency to self-align.
However, some bowing is often inevitable
and under these circumstances, positioning
the glider so that it is pointing in the
direction you expect it to run due to the
cable’s lie, rather than directly at the winch,
should be standard practice. Also
remember that if you are the pilot and
want someone to put more effort into
straightening your cable, or aligning your
glider, ask them. If for any reason you are
not happy, then don’t launch until you are.
Somebody once said that the best bit of
S&G is the section containing the accident
reports. They always made him laugh.
Certainly I can remember a report of an
accident in which nobody was hurt, which
Impressive, but not a sight we want to see again at the club!
ended something like “the glider turned to
the right and flew into the clubhouse”. However the main reason we read them is in the hope that
we will learn something . Certainly sharing our experiences is a good idea. You will know from an
email, that a pilot did this after a recent flight. On a day with a northerly wind, well below normal
limits, the first flight of the day proved to be very interesting indeed and further flying was
cancelled. The email provided a useful warning to be very careful under such circumstances. Let’s
make such sharing of any safety related experiences standard practice.
One last point. How we carry out our duties when we are on the ground is just as important in
safety terms as how we go about our flying. Let’s make sure we approach them both with the same
attitude.
Happy and safe flying.
Trevor Tutthill - Safety Officer

Caption Competition
John Harter is becoming quite a
regular feature in our Caption
Competitions recently. Nothing
personal John!
Please send in your suggested
captions for this enigmatic
picture, (either by e-mail, or
written on the back of a £5 note
addressed personally to the
editor).
Please try to keep it clean. (Oh,
all right then, don’t bother Graeme won’t mind!)
Thanks go to John Hough for
catching them at it and
supplying the photo.
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Winchy Bits
Not much to report since the last newsletter. It seems that the Skylaunch is losing brake fluid and
cooling water.
The reason for the brake fluid loss is not yet apparent so, in the meanwhile, drivers should pay
particular note to the fluid level during the D.I.
A water leak at the radiator bottom hose has been identified and an attempt has been made to fix it.
Again, please keep a check on the level. Note that removing the radiator cap whilst the engine is hot
may result in hot water erupting from the filler neck. Please take care.

Stand-by Winch
In the last newsletter, I reported that the pay-out brake cable for the right hand drum has been
repaired and the stand-by is fit for use.
Some final adjustment may be required, as things bed in and the correct tension to apply when
paying out the cable will need to be established by trial. Drivers! - Please bear this in mind.

VACANCY NOTICE
Applications are invited for the position of Deputy Winch Master.

John Harter - Winch Master

Scene from Above

Flying above Toteridge, looking West
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BGA Inspectors
FOOD FOR THOUGHT – WHAT! - NO GLIDER INSPECTORS?
Fact.
The club is now down to 2 inspectors, with a majority of gliders now maintained and ARC renewed
by commercial organisations such as North Yorkshire Sailplanes and Bob Maclean.
One of the inspectors is nearly 60 and the other is approaching his mid 70’s. It would therefore
seem to be timely to see if any action is needed in support of the club’s interests.
Q1 Why worry?
The club has always got by when an active member drops out and leaves a gap that is filled by
another member.
A1 Only partly true.
In the past there have always been members actively involved in maintenance who are willing to
undertake the responsibility. This is no longer the case and there is currently no one in the
pipeline.
The average age of BGA inspectors at all clubs is rising almost on a year per year basis.
What does this mean to BFGC?
We used to have 5 inspectors. This enabled all the club gliders, plus a majority of private owners’
gliders, to be inspected on site at low cost.
With the possible exception of instructors, all other skills required to make the gliding club
function can either be bought in locally by paying for them, (tractor and building repairs for
example), or trained up by the more experienced members (winch driving, field repairs for
example).
Inspectors take at least 3 years of structured training plus approval by the BGA and CAA before
an inspector’s rating can obtained.
Q2 Why worry?
We can send the gliders to a professional organisation when we need the ARCs renewing or a
major repair is called for.
A2 Agreed.
However, the following points are worth noting:
1 Not all repairs are listed as approved for
carrying out by the owner, and must be carried
out by an approved inspector.
This means that only minor fabric tears, very small
dinges in fibreglass fairings, tyres replaced,
greasing and cleaning, are virtually all that owners
can carry out without inspector involvement.
2 All club gliders would need to go to an
authorised service organisation for:
-Heavy landing checks
-ARC renewal and servicing
-Repair of all non minor damage.
-Major overhauls, recovering fabric gliders,
structural repairs, weighing etc.
In a typical year, at least 2 of the club fleet
require inspector involvement in carrying out
repairs.
Without an inspector within the club it will require
seeking outside expertise with its likely costs and
delays – Hence loss of aircraft availability, revenue
etc.
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Q3 What would that cost?
A3 It varies from year to year
The additional cost for the club aircraft will be around £10,000 per year on average, with major
overhauls costing around £12,000 - £15,000 per glider for a straight inspection and recover. (For
information a Capstan recover and overhaul set a member of the Lakes Club back £20,000
approximately 5 years ago.)
In addition, the odd mid-year mishap that currently results in a glider being in the workshop for one
or two weeks in good weather, will almost certainly extend to several weeks and possibly months.
The knock on effects of lost flying and revenue can be added to the repair cost, which will start at
around £250 plus material costs for a simple minor repair, up to a level that would entail an
insurance claim and all the delays that entails.
Q4 How does this affect club members?
A4 Club membership has a choice.
1. Do nothing and accept that membership fees will rise by at least £100 or more at current cost
levels when the number of inspectors falls to zero
2. Decide to keep costs down by seeing what can be done to train members to become an inspector,
with others assisting in getting jobs done
Q5 Why should a club member volunteer to become an inspector?
A5 There are several reasons.Of all the winter jobs that need to be done to keep the club flying, it is the only one with a nice
warm workshop.
There is considerable satisfaction in getting a glider back into airworthy condition.
Knowledge gained about the gliders you fly helps you get more from your machine.
You acquire a wide range of skills that prove useful in general DIY.
It is interesting and rarely routine, even on an aircraft you have worked on several times before.
Q6 Does working in the workshop mean that you are likely to miss out on flying?
A6 Not now we have a ground radio in the workshop.
It is standard practice for an inspector to contact the launch point and arrange for a workshop
volunteer to fly when they arrive at the launch point and avoid a long wait for their flight.
On occasions it will also be possible to arrange priority flying to suit the workshop activities or the
individual’s requirements.
In conclusion
The current number of Club inspectors is insufficient to provide a
fully supported facility, and the situation can only deteriorate,
with club operating costs rising, unless more members take an
interest.
It is in members’ interest, and the long term prospects of the club,
to keep costs down and one of the most effective ways it can be
done is to have a group of BGA inspectors within the club.
To this end, any member who is even vaguely interested is asked
to contact either Ian Bannister or Reg Wooller to find out what it
entails.
Do not consider it is outside your capability until you have at least
tried it and found out what inspecting entails.
Reg Wooller - CTO
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A Sense of History!
Over the past month or so, I have been working on putting together a published club history. As a
result, I have come across a wonderful catalogue of photographs taken by club members in the past,
many of which I had never seen before. I thought it would be a great idea to showcase some of them
in the pages of the newsletter to share them with you. (You may have even been there at the time!)

The B&FGC’s T.21 comes in to land at Squires Gate. Note the specially modified retrieve vehicle.
It’s an Austin 16 “Burnham saloon” with a rear-facing seat mounted on the back.
When doing ground-hop autotows with single-seat trainers, the instructor would sit in this seat,
facing the pupil and control the throttle from there, while the ‘driver’ just steered.

A wonderful advert from S&G. Note the 1933 features and prices.
I particularly like, “Rear position of cockpit makes crashing less dangerous”!
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Spot the Astir!
It’s like our own version of a
‘Spot the Ball’ competition!
(Or perhaps it’s more like
‘Where’s Wally?’)
Thanks to Ged Terry for coming
up with the picture.
So! Can you spot the Astir in
this picture? I’ll give you a clue
if you’re struggling. It’s not the
big black pointy thing on the
right!

Quick Quotes
I don’t think I possess any skill that anyone else doesn't have. I've just had perhaps more of an
opportunity, more of an exposure and been fortunate to survive a lot of situations where many other
weren't so lucky. It's not how close can you get to the ground, but how precisely can you fly the
airplane. If you feel so careless with your life that you want to be the world's lowest flying aviator,
you might do it for a while. But there are a great many former friends of mine who are no longer
with us, simply because they cut their margins too close.
Bob Hoover - former air show pilot and United States Air Force test pilot

“Note that for a pilot who already has a “power ticket” ... making the transition from flying powered
planes to flying gliders is more than simply learning how to control a different model of airplane.
Glider flying is an entirely different kind of aviation, requiring a keen sensitivity to the atmosphere
and the subtle signs of lift and wind, not to mention the grit of character that lets pilots set off for
hours of flying with nothing but their wits to rely on”.
From “The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Flying and Gliding”

Jetman Markets Wingsuit
A new type of flight may soon be available to the average pilot. Jetman Yves Rossy has published
footage of a flight in an unpowered version of his
wing-suit and has plans to market the glider to
pilots.
Rossy explains that the initial tests on his powered
wing-suit were all carried out as glider flights
without power.
Rossy also explained the preparation that goes into
the gliding flight, saying that he explores all the
terrain he will be flying around on foot first, in order
to better predict the angles of flight.
Who wants to form a syndicate ?

Ged Terry
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Bannister’s Revenge!

I have to say, I’d hate to ever upset Ian Bannister! He seems such a quiet, mild-mannered person
when you meet him in the workshop, but if something gets his dander up - watch out!
The other week, he was up on the ridge in his beloved Skylark, when he had an in-flight
altercation with an unruly mob of uncouth parascenders who swooped in to rob him of the only bit
of lift in the West Bowl. Worse still, they mocked him openly and shouted some really unpleasant
comments about the Skylark’s flying capabilities as they rose in the lift and Ian was left to bolt for
the field in 4 down, with their laughter still ringing in his ears.
He landed, tight-lipped and livid, like a thing possessed and shot straight off to the workshop to
gather up a big box of ‘spare parts’ he’d brought back from work. (If you work in aerospace like he
does, it’s surprising what’s left lying around!) In no time at all, he was adding a terrifying array of
RAF surplus weaponry to his glider, all the time muttering, “I’ll show them what a Skylark can do!”
I did try to have a quiet word with him and asked if he was sure he wasn’t going to regret what he
was doing, but he just said - “No. It’s all right. It’s Annexe II!” and carried on. Well, you can’t
argue with that, can you? So I went off to the clubhouse for a cup of tea and a sit down.
He took off again an hour or so later and disappeared round Parlick. There was a hell of a racket
for a couple of minutes and then an ominous silence, followed soon afterwards by a gentle rain of
little bits of coloured silk all over the field... It was quite pretty actually! I’ll tell you what though.
Since then we don’t seem to have had much trouble with parascenders, so I think he must have
got his point across!

Editor’s Endbit

So, there it is! Another edition of your favourite newsletter hits the ether! I hope you enjoyed it.
As usual, a big thank you to all the contributors. Like most things at the club, we could never have
done it without you. If you haven’t contributed to this issue, just enjoy the work of those who
have and make a firm resolution to put something wonderful together for us all to enjoy in the next
issue. The deadline date will be Sunday 2nd June and I look forward to hearing from you. As
always, you don’t have to wait until June. Send me your items at any time and I’ll keep them safe
until the next edition. Please send all copy to soaringkeith@gmail.com - Until next time!
Keith Clarke - Editor

